Denmark 1st of June 2018

M-Comp A/S
Has moved

M-Comp A/S has moved to new locations at Kometvej 8D in Horsens.
As part of a very positive development, M-Comp A/S
moves to new premises at Kometvej 8D in Horsens. The
premises are the optimal solution for our company’s
activities going forward in our expansion, and to support
our success.
M-Comp A/S is experiencing great success with our food
terminals, where we have become supplier to the largest
companies in the food industry. We have great experience
in this area, specialized employees and suppliers who are
ready to develop and produce on our customers demand.
Stability and performance are key factors in the food
processing industry, and our terminals are developed to
support the factories to archive these key factors. we
provide all the certifications which terminals for these
particular environments requires. Kometvej in Horsens
provides the optimal production environment to expand
this business area even further.
In Advanced components we also are at full speed. Since
2006 M-Comp A/S has delivered Displays and embedded
solutions to many different production environments. After
many years in this advanced components market, M-Comp
A/S offers all our customers a fast track to market, with
well-established suppliers and partners, who all are a very
big part of our success. It requires modern logistic
conditions and easy access, which we also get at Kometvej
in Horsens.

In the Transport area many exciting projects are ongoing
and coming in as well, and M-Comp A/S is very successful
with our Vehicle HUB, which is certified against ITxTP
standards. It can be included in all contexts, where a
company needs to communicate with all kinds of vehicles:
busses, renovation, transportation of all kinds and many,
many other places. We have developed a vehicle gateway
with built-in GNSS / 4G Modem / Wifi, which is able to
collect all the information from the vehicle and send them
to IP level, making them available to stakeholders in terms
of planning, service, monitoring etc. We also offer solutions
for infotainment as for example SMART-City concepts
,buses, hotels etc.. We design and produce on demand. In
our new premises, our development department gets more
space and thus even more opportunity to initiate more
projects.
There is no doubt that M-Comp A/S is embarking on a very
exciting period in the company's history, and the new
premises at Kometvej in Horsens are ready to support that
development.
We welcome customers, suppliers and partners at
Kometvej 8D in Horsens.
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